Garrett Jones…continued from page 60

Complete Interchange or Disconnect
The Ferrier Coupler provides options and is self aligning.
The Ferrier Coupler enables the patient a complete, quick
disconnect or interchange in seconds without losing alignment and no need to remove garments. It also allows for a
temporary replacement limb. Order directly from Ferrier Coupler.

MODEL P5

The Ferrier Coupler with an
inverted pyramid built right in.
The male portion of the inverted
titanium pyramid is built into the
male portion of the coupler, saving
both weight and construction time.
The female portion bolts to any
4-bolt pattern component.

MODEL A5

The A5 Standard Coupler is for
use in all lower-limb prosthetic
sockets. The male and female
portion of the coupler bolts to
any standard 4-bolt pattern
component.

MODEL F5

The F5 Coupler with female
pyramid receiver is for use in all
lower-limb prostheses. The male
portion of the coupler features a
built-in female pyramid receiver for
simpler construction, fewer parts,
and weight reduction. The female
portion bolts to any standard 4-bolt
pattern component.

We’re also hard-coating all of our aluminum couplers
for enhanced durability and superb resistance to the
elements. Recommended L-Code 5617
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MODEL T5
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The Trowbridge Terra-Round accessory
foot mounts directly inside a standard
30mm plylon. The center stem flexes in
any direction allowing the unit to conform
to uneven terrain. It is also useful in the lab
when fitting the prototype limb. The unit is water-resistant and
has a traction base pad.

800.437.8597

http://ferrier.coupler.com • E-mail: sales@coupler.com
3461 Burnside Rd. • North Branch, MI 48461-9766
810.688.4292
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Whiteside fitted him with his first prosthesis. Equipped with the
XT9 prosthetic knee (Symbiotechs USA, McMinnville, Oregon),
an extreme-activity-specific device, his 15-year passion for the
sport was immediately reignited. His success on the mountain,
“really opened my eyes that being an amputee wasn’t going to
be the end of the road for me…,” he explains, “because if I could
snowboard again and do it at a high level…[then I knew] there
were a lot of other things I could do, and that was a motivating
factor for redeploying.”

Looking Forward
Jones retired from the military after his second tour because he
wanted to eventually marry and have a family. The military life,
he believes, took its toll on his fellow Marines’ wives, for whom he
has the utmost respect. So, despite that he “loved being a Marine
and the guys and the camaraderie,” he says that it was just time
for him to move on.
Although he didn’t have “a special someone” when he retired,
Jones is now married. He is looking forward to the end of his
junior year at Western Oregon University, Monmouth, where
he’s pursuing a bachelor’s degree in community health because,
he says, it has all of the prerequisites he will need to get into the
master of science in prosthetics and orthotics program at the
University of Washington, Seattle.
Jones is also traveling a lot lighter these days. His everyday
prosthesis is “something simple because I haul around everything, and I’m such a high amputee that I go for really light stuff.”
Todd Nelson, CPO, Summit Orthotics & Prosthetics, Salem,
Oregon, who has been Jones’ prosthetist for more than a year
now, says the veteran wears an Össur (Reykjavik, Iceland) sealin liner, Total Knee, and Vari-Flex foot, with a Fillauer (Chattanooga, Tennessee) rotator. “Garrett is very active,” Nelson says.
“He’s a very determined young man.”
While Jones says his studies are his
number-one priority, he makes time
to promote the online company he
cofounded, which reviews and sells highend weapons and equipment. He volunteers with Oregon Adaptive Sports,
teaching wounded warriors how to
snowboard, which gives him the occaJones and his wife Allison.
sional opportunity to get in a few runs
and cruise the mountain on his own. He also works part time as
a technician for Nelson, who says that Jones has good rapport
with amputee patients of all ages. “When they hear Garrett’s
story, they say he changes their whole perspective,” Nelson says.
“In retrospect,” Jones says about his injury, “I thank god it was
me and not someone else because every amputee has good days
and bad days, [and] I feel like I’ve handled it…and I’ve been able
to adjust to it pretty well. As weird as this may sound, sometimes
it’s a blessing in disguise because if I hadn’t got hurt, I don’t know
if I’d have the wife I have or the future I’m looking forward to now.
“Life is good,” he adds. “School is good. My wife is a thirdgrade teacher…and we’ve got a baby on the way this summer
and we’re excited.” In fact, the couple just found out that they are
expecting a baby boy. O&P EDGE
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